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ABSTRACT
In this position paper we propose means of measuring programming expertise on novice and expert programmers. Our approach is to measure the cognitive load of programmers while they assess Java/Python code in accordance with their experience in programming. Our hypothesis is that expert programmers encounter smaller pupillary dilation within programming problem solving tasks. We aim to evaluate our hypothesis using the EMIP Distributed Data Collection in order to confirm or reject our approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, neuroscientists used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to identify and measure intelligence, but also to predict individuals’ cognitive behaviour during tasks [4]. Considering the ethical implications, researchers have tried numerous times to extract information from subjects’ cognitive activity in order to classify them according to their intelligence or expertise.

Programmers today work in several programming languages and often develop expertise in a number of them. In the industry, however, seniority is usually dependent on knowledge in a specific domain (i.e. data structures, algorithms), rather than a specific programming language. Therefore, programming experience is not necessarily related to expertise. A novice programmer might experience different challenges than an expert, while comprehending code [6].

In software engineering experience is an important parameter within programming comprehension. It is defined as “the amount of acquired knowledge regarding the development of programs, so that the ability to analyse and create programs is improved” [11]. There has not been, however, an agreed way of measuring programming experience.

Psychologists in the 60s found a correlation between cognitive activity and pupillary dilation. There can be various reasons on why our pupils can encounter dilation, and one of them is our cognitive workload. Using pupillary response we can therefore measure our cognitive activity.

In this position paper, we examine how programming expertise influences the programmer’s cognitive activity. We are interested in identifying connections between expertise in a specific technology (i.e. Java, Python) and physiological measures. Several studies have measured cognitive activity using physiological means such as pupillometry. We propose experimenting with novice and experts in Java/Python programming to investigate how experience in a technology differentiates within physiological measures.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Programming expertise
Independently of acquired knowledge, intelligence is a parameter used to measure one’s capacity in reasoning and problem solving [4]. However, in domain-oriented tasks, the amount of acquired knowledge is an important ability to analyse and solve problems. Knowledge is a combination of our long-term memory and our working memory. Within cognitive load theory, working memory is described as the number of elements we can hold while processing a task. A large number of material elements may be a single element for one with expertise in a particular task [12].

Sweller et al. derived three fundamental types of measuring cognitive load: (1) subjective (individuals’ self-reporting), (2) physiological (heart rate, brain activity, pupillary dilation) and (3) task performance [12]. Within program comprehension, different means of measuring cognitive load or programming experience have been utilised, mainly including self reporting or subjective techniques, but also physiological measures (fNIRS) [11, 13].

To the extent of our knowledge, there has not been a correlation between cognitive effort and programming experience while using pupillary response, and several studies have shown its precision as means of measurement. Whether we should use such measures to identify individuals’ expertise independently of their self reporting is posed as an open question.

2.2 Pupillary dilation
Psychology. Beatty found that task-evolved pupillary response is a good indicator of cognitive load and cognitive activity [2]. It has been used in several disciplines, as pupillary dilation is a very precise and non-invasive manner of measuring cognitive activity and can be easily measured [9]. In terms of expertise, Ahern and Beatty showed a correlation between intelligence and pupillary response; more intelligent subjects showed smaller task-evolved pupillary dilation in arithmetic problems [1].

Computer science. Klinger used pupillometry to assess visual interfaces by the amount of cognitive load they require from a user [8]. Mäier et al. investigated how particular UML diagram layouts affect cognitive load [10]. Within programming tasks, Iqbal investigated how well pupil size
correlates with mental workload [7]. Fritz et al. assessed and predicted task difficulty on expert programmers [5].

3. METHOD

In this proposed exploratory study, we intend to measure programmers’ cognitive load and mental effort during programming tasks, in order to identify and measure programming expertise. We argue that measures such as self-reporting [11] might pose a potential threat to the validity of measuring experience and attempt to correlate physiological measures to programming expertise.

Previous studies in this workshop have experimented with patterns of reading behaviour within novice and expert programmers. To investigate individual behaviour and detect experts from novices, we apply pupillometry measures in order to identify cognitive effort during programming tasks.

3.1 Research design

Hypothesis. Our hypothesis is that expert programmers experience significantly less cognitive load within programming tasks than novice programmers. In order to measure cognitive activity we use pupillary response to various types of task difficulty. We therefore form two research questions:

RQ1. Can we use pupillometry to identify/measure programming expertise?

RQ2. Does programming expertise influence pupillary dilation within programming tasks?

3.2 Distributed data

Using the Distributed Data Collection from the workshop, we attempt to validate or reject our hypothesis within program comprehension. The data includes gaze interactions from novice and expert programmers while assessing code in Java/Python. Our approach is to combine raw sensor data such as fixation, pupil size and gaze interaction (dependent variables) with demographics including age, gender, years of experience and education (independent variables).

4. EXPECTED RESULTS

In programming (similarly to reading) processing of visual information only occurs during eye fixations [3], where we also expect to encounter pupillary dilation in terms of cognitive processing. We attempt to assess the ability to read and understand code, as it differentiates from the ability to immediately recognise its flaws or various imperfections.

Researchers have tried to identify criteria that can be used to measure experience on novice or expert programmers, but to our knowledge no attempts were made to do so using pupillary response. To address our research questions, we experiment with pupil dilation in programming tasks and propose the measurement of programming expertise by measuring cognitive activity on novice and expert programmers.
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